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MARKETS AND MINORITIES
A noted economist finds that
government can do more to harm minority groups
than to help them-and the more
they rely on it, the more harm it can do

The Uses of Government for Racial Equality
THOMAS SOWELL
OVERNMENT HAS three roles in the
economy that bear on the economic fate of ethnic minorities: I) government
provides a legal framework within which
transactors can make their own economic
(and other) decisions; 2) government can reduce the options available to the transactors; and 3) government can redistribute the
fruits of economic transactions.
Government is inextri~;.ably bound up with
politics, even in non.;democratic nations.
Therefore, the role of · go.vernment is greatly influenced by the incentives and constraints facing those individuals who pursue
politics as a career. This simple fact is often overlooked in
policy discussions in which the 'government is treated as if it
were an external agency correcting the deficiencies of other
institutions- more or less "the public interest" personified.
While public spirit and self-sacrifice have characterized so me
statesmen, to expect these to be the sole or dominant incentives among political decision-makers as a whole is to ignore
thousands of years of human history.
The diffusion of knowledge and the concentration of
power can be reconciled by having economic decisions made
by individual transactors, with the terms agreed upon being
enforced by the government. In addition to these explicitly
contractual agreements, there are universally shared desires- such as security of persons and belongings- which
can be treated as implicit contracts to be enforced by the
government . Depending upon the specific nature of the government, the population (or segments thereof) may have
more or fewer " rights"- meaning, empirically, options for
which government force is ava ilable to the individual.
The stable framework of behavioral expectations provided by government enables individuals to interact with less
fear of physical or economic harm from one another. fewer
and less costly precautions, and more willingness to undertake joint actions whose benefits will accrue in the future.
Much of this beneficial effect comes from the stability of the
framework rather than the intrinsic merits of its specific
provisions. For example, driving on the right-hand side o f
the road may be no more advantageous than driving on the
left-hand side of the road. but either system may be far preferable to ad-hoc decisions by each driver.

G

In the case of low-income ethnic groups
attempting to rise. the degree of stability of
the government-provided framework is especially important. Typically. low-income ethnic groups an~ . relative newcomers-either to
the country or (in the case of blacks or
American Indians) to the urban economy
and society. It is difficult enough to adjust
to a new situation. but adjusting to a situation that is itself continually changing is
obviously even more of a p roblem. To what
extent has the government maintained stable
"rules of the game," within which ethnic minorities could adjust? A brief historical
sketch of the experience of American blacks may suggest
some of the pro blems .
Initially. in the early seventeenth century, Africans brought
to the United States became indentured servants, like most
white immigrants, and were freed at the end of a few years.
Somewhere around the middle of the seventeenth century,
this was changed to perpetual slavery. Free blacks in the
early seventeenth century had essentially the same rights as
their white contemporaries. but these rights came to be taken
away. one by one. with the development of slavery and its
attendant efforts to control and humble the entire black
population. In the post-Revolutionary War era, slavery was
abolished in the North, and restrictions on "free persons of
color" were relaxed. But within a generation, new government restrictions began to be imposed on the occupations,
mobility. legal status, etc. of free Negroes.
The enforcement of these state laws was highly varied with
respect to both time and place. Free blacks were voting,
even in some Southern states. in the 1820s; by the mid-nineteenth century, all Southern and even many Northern states
were barring blacks from voting-but in less than a genera-

Mr. Sowell is a senior fellow at the Hoo1·er Institution. His
pre1•ious puh/ications include Knowledge and Decisions,
Race and Economics. and Black Education: Myths and
Tragedies. His tH'O neH·est hooks are Ethnic America and
Markets and Minorities. hoth uf H'hich are ahuut to he puh/ishecl hr &I sic Books. This article is adapted from Markets
a~ .
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tion these Jaws were repealed. In the South, Reconstruction
saw blacks holding political office on a large scale, from
local officials to members of the United States Congress.
Just one generation later, Jim Crow laws and extra-legal
terrorism against black voters almost totally eliminated
black officials from Southern political life. In the national
government , the slow progress of black employees over the
decades was suddenly reversed by the Woodrow Wilson
Administration, which introduced segregation among federal employees and began a drastic cutback of blacks in nonmenial jobs. )h the War of 1812, Commodore Perry's crew
had been one-fourth black, but by the 1920s ~ there was not
one black sailor in the U.S. Navy. In the 1930s, the New
Deal began a slow reversal again, toward better treatment
of blacks- a pattern that is now a little more than a generation old.
In broad historical terms, government has changed the
rules of the game for blacks in virtually every generation.
These have been fundamental changes stretching across the
spectrum from education to housing to jobs to voting. Nor
has the case of blacks been unique. The changing interpretations and violations of Indian treaties are an historical
scandal. With respect to European immigrants, the largest
and most open migration in human history was brought to
a screeching halt in the 1920s. Japanese-Americans, who
were initially welcomed as workers in California in the nineteenth century, were later segregated in the schools, barred
from numerous occupations, forbidden to own land, locked
up en masse during World War 11- and then, in less than a
decade, all these trends reversed. Residential segregation of
Orientals collapsed; high rates of intermarriage with whites
followed, along with national political office-holding- and
then Orientals even started to receive preferential treatment
as members of "disadvantaged" minorities, while earning
above-average incomes.
The point here is not so much the individual merits or
demerits of these various policies considered in isolation.
The point is the sheer volatility of government policy toward ethnic minorities.
Similar patterns have occurred in other multi-ethnic societies. Political authorities in many countries have turned
1010
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against ethnic minorities who had been allowed to prosper
in peace. The brutal mass expulsion of East Indians under
the Amin regime in Uganda, the slaughter of the lbos in Nigeria. and the sever~ current official discrimination against
the Chinese in Indonesia are recent examples of a pattern
of volatile government policy changes toward minorities
that goes back for centuries. Historically, Germany was
one of the most open, tolerant, and favorable countries in
the world for Jews-until the generation of Hitler and the
Holocaust. American Jews were so favorably disposed toward Germany as of World War I that the U.S. Government cracked down on Jewish ne-wspapers in the United
States on grounds of undermining the war effort. From
World War I to World War II was less than a quarter of a
century.
In view of this unpredictability, it is perhaps unsurprising
that some of the most dramatic rises from poverty to affluence in the United States have been among groups that did
not attempt to use the political route to economic advancement-notably the Chinese, the Japanese. and the Jews.
Chinese-American leaders long ago made a deliberate decision to keep out of the political arena and concentrate on
economic progress. Conversely, the group with the longest
and most intimate involvement with the U.S. Government
- American Indians, especially on reservations- has long
been at the bottom of the economic ladder by such indices
as family income or unemployment rates, not to mention
restrictions on the use of their own property and other paternalistic policies of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The
most politically successful American ethnic group- the
Irish- was also the slowest rising of the nineteenth century
European immigrant groups.
Nevertheless, it is taken as axiomatic in many quarters
that political action is the key to economic advance. Even
writers who use the recent economic advancement of blacks
through government policy as proof of the power of group
political action nevertheless note- as an isolated curiosity
- that Northern blacks have had declining voter registration and voter turnout since 1940. Southern blacks of course
vote much more often than before- but this is a consequence rather than a cause of Federal Government policy.

At particular historical juncture's, government policy may
be beneficial to particular ethnic groups. It is the long-run
reliance on political action that is questionable in view of
the unpredictability of political trends in general. It has been
said that in politics ~overnight is a lifetime."
Even in governmental institutions less subject to electoral pressures- the Supreme Court, for example - profound
changes can take place in a span that is relatively short in
historical perspective. Throughout much of the nineteenth
century. advocates of the cause of blacks looked upon the
Supreme Court as a bitter enemy rather than a protector
of rights- and decisions from Dred Scolt in 1857 to Plessy
v . Fer~:u.son in 1896 gave ample support to this view.• However. in the twentieth century, the Supreme Court has become the primary hope of civil-rights advocates. Within an
even shorter time frame . restrictive covenants were upheld
by the Supreme Court in 1926 and declared unconstit utio nal
just 22 years later. The same attorney who attacked restrictive covenants before the Supreme Court in 1926 defended
school segregation before that Court in 1954. In short. the
supposedly stable legal and constitutional framework is
also subject to drastic changes. which are still more common
in electoral politics .

Economic analysis would lead us to expect that people
could more fully satisfy_ their own respective preferences
with a larger set of opsions. where the larger set includes
all the items in a smaller set. Yet there are many government
policies, laws. and regulations whose effect is simply to~ reduce exi sting options without adding any new ones. Minimum-wage laws, rent control. and interest-rate ceil ings,
for example. simply outlaw c~itain ranges of transactions
terms. Housing codes, occupational-licensing laws, or Jim
Crow laws make certain kinds of transactions illegal, regardless of their terms. None of these laws and policies add
any options. They simply remove some existing options.
In housing, such government programs as "slum clearance" or urban renewal have been justified by studies showing former slum-dwellers living in "better" hous ing. But
this is no new option. Slum-dwellers always had the option
of moving into better housing, at the sacrifice of some nonhousing goods they were purchasing. All "slum clearance"
has done is force them to make a trade-off they did not want
to make- i.e .. to become worse off by their own preference
standards.
In special circumstances, the negat ive effects of some
transactions on non-transacting parties may justify optionreduction applied to transactors- precisely in order that
the excluded preferences of non-transactors be taken into
account. Air and water pollution are classic examples of
these external effects. In such cases, there is no net reduction
of options of all the affected parties. even though the options
of the immediate transactors may be reduced . Housing has
sometimes been alleged to be another case of external effects:
"Slums breed crime."
That criminality and slums have gone together down
•in the lormer case. the Supreme Court ruled that Dred Scott. a slave. did
not become free by being taken into a free territory. des pite Congress's outlawing of ,lavery in the territory under the M1ssoun C o mpromise. In the Iauer
case. the Coun ruled that "separate but equar· f<~cilit i es were constitutiona l.

through history is demonstrable. but the direction of causation is by no means clear. The same attitudes that create
crime may also create slums. It is not a question of which
theory sounds more plausible a priori but I) what different
consequences follow from the two different theories. and 2)
which set of consequences is found in factual data. To make
such an empirical test possible. "slums" must be defined as
neighborhoods with structures of given physical characteristics, independently of the amount of crime taking place
there. It is possible to make "Slums breed crime" a circular
conclusion by si mply defining physically rundown buildings
or neighborhoods without high crime ra tes. as not " really"
slums. The great problem with circular statements is that
what they are explicitly saying-which: is nothing-is irrefutable, while what they are insinuating may be fraught
with meaning and completely wrong.
As the proportion of physically substandard housing units
declined in the 1960s. crime rates soared. New York's Ch inalawn once had o ne of the lowest crime rates in the city, despite having older and more rundown buildings than Harlem. The later crime increase in New York's Chinatowna nd Chinatowns in other citi~s- was not associated with
housing deterioration but with the arrival of new Chinese
immigrants from a different culture in Hong Kong.
The central role of people and their values-rather than
physical surroundings-raises the question of whether much
of the physical deterioration is not itself a result of the same
set of values. or lack of values. Brand-new government housing projects around the country have become instant slums
as former slum-dwellers moved in. All the cha racteristics
of old-fashioned slums- filth. noise. vio lence. and physical

I
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Jews' understanding of their
situation was not at least as good
as that of the reformers
destruction of property- have reappeared in government
housing projects. Even suc h a zealous nineteenth century
reformer as Jacob Riis, who called slums "nurseries of
crime." also noted that some people "carry their sl ums with
them wherever they go."
In labor markets as well as in housing markets. government reduces options in general- and the options of lowincome ethnic groups in particular. In the nineteenth century. in major American cit ies. the lowest jobs. as well as the
worst slu m ho usi ng, belonged almost exclusively to the various immigrant groups from Europe. On the West Coast.
suc h jobs and such housing were also the fate of immigrants
from China. a nd in the South they were the fate of newly
freed blacks.
Government regulation of labor markets has included
occupational-licensing laws. minimum -wage laws. regulation
of working conditions, a nd child-labor la ws. Such laws
harm low-income ethnic groups in their role as less skilled
o r less productive workers for whatever reason (inexperience;
cultural patterns at variance with industrial requirements
NATIO!'AL RE VIEW
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of punctuality. discipline. cooperation; etc.). Restrictive occupational-licensing laws also reduce the employer's cost of
discrimination by creating a surplus of job applicants. In
addition, occupational-licensing standards may themsel ves be
discriminatory. According to Walter Williams . in the 1930s.
when many skilled Jewish refugees were entering the United
States, "a U.S . citizenship requirement was added to most
occupational-licensure laws." In the South around the turn
of the century, according to Lorenzo Greene and Carter
Woodson, licensing examinations for black plumbers were
conducted by white examiners. who almost invariably
"failed" them. even though the same individual blacks "have
easily met the requirements elsewhere." With the rise of
government-supported labor unions that have complete dominance over particular occupations- notably in the railroads and the construction trades- union membership was
tantamount to occupational licensing, and was used to keep
out (or drive out) blacks.
In both the craft-union situation and explicit occupational
licensing, the turning over of governmental powers to private interests was the key to the effectiveness of the exclusion. Occupational-licensing boards are almost invariably
in the hands of existing practitioners. With the Wagner Act
in 1935, the government made employer recognition of
existing employees' unions mandatory, and therefore put
into the hands of incumbent workers the power to exclude
other workers.
Government control of working conditions would seem to
be racially and :~thnically neutral. but historically its impact
has been quite different for different groups. r~gardless of
whether or not this was the intent. In the nine teenth century, the prime target of government regulation of working
conditions was the "sweatshop," where long hours in rundown buildings were the rule . The sweatshop workers were
almost entirely immigrants, and the classic examples ,were
the sweatshops employing Jewish workers on the Lower
East Side of New York . Again. the government did nothing
directly to create better conditions- that would have cost
vast sums of money- but instead simply outlawed some
existing conditions, or reduced the options o pen to the
transacto rs.
One of the other options was to have the work performed
in the home, where it was more difficult for government
inspectors to monitor hours or working conditions. A contemporary account of a typical nineteenth century East
Side tenement mentioned. along with "smells of cabbage,
onions, or frying fish" on every floor. also "whirring sewing
machines behind closed doors. betraying what goes on within . .. " Men, women, and children worked long hours in
their homes . But, although reformers and historians have
spoken of this as "exploitation," they also acknowledged
that I) the sweatshop owners themselves made little money,
and 2) among the Jewish worke rs on New York's Lower
East Side the long hours were hardly necessary to keep
body and soul together despite the low pay. "more than
half of which goes into the bank ." In short, notwithstanding
the sinister innuendos a nd indignant language which have
become standard in describing this situation, the actual evidence suggests nothing mo re than employers and employees
making the most of such limited options as they had. given
the technology. skill. and wealth at their disposal. Govern-

I
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ment added to none of these three requisites. but only reduced the ability of its intended beneficiaries to optimize
acco rding to their own knowledge and preferences. In view
of the later economic progress of Jews. it is by no means
clear that their understanding of their situation was not at
least a s good as that of the reformers. who tried vainly to
stop them from doing what they felt they had to do.
Nor is it obvious that the greater success of twentieth
century reformers in forcing contemporary low-income
minority youths out of the labor force has been a blessing,
especially given the evidence of a correlation between unemployment among youths and crime. These reform efforts
have included not only control of working conditions. but
also compulsory school attenda!lce laws which make fulltime work illegal for those of sc~ool age.
Here, at least, the claim can be made that the government adds to the available options by providing schooling
free of charge to the users. However, the forced retentio~r·
of teenagers who do not want to be in school is hardl
costless to the other students, or to the process of educa
tion. A study of changes in the compulsory attendance law
in Britain showed that the oldest group retained in school
had the highest delinquency rate. both before and after
that age was raised - 13-year-olds before, and 14-year-olds
after. It was apparently not the fact of being age 13 or 14
that was crucial- it was the length of time of forcible retention past the point where the process had become counterproductive for both the student and the school.
It is often taken as axiomatic that more time in school
is "a good thing"- virtually without limit, in defiance of
the economic logic of diminishing returns and of inherent
trade-offs between one good and another. But. once the
trade-off idea is accepted, it is easy to understand that the
terms of trade-off may differ from individual to individual
and fro m group to group. implying that different amounts of
sch ooling may be optimal in different circumstances. Moreover. those closest to the situation- the parents and children
- may ha"e more knowledge of their options than distant
social theorists. But when the decision as to length of
schooling is made by third-party observers and enforced by
government. it is more likely to reflect some crude com-

promise between what the poor prefer and what the middleclass prefer-very much like "decent housing."
Insofar as such reform efforts are spearheaded by the
educated. and by educators- and seconded by labor unions,
' with a vested interest in restricting the labor supply- the
tendency of compulsory attendance laws is to keep youths
in school well past the point where they and their parents
would have preferred that they be working. Evidence for
this hypothesis includes high rates of both truancy and
in-school delinquency in low-income ethnic neighborhoods
- much more than 10 past periods, when the school-leaving
age was lower.

Why have government policies- whether discriminatory
or preferential- had less impact than anticipated? The uniform transactions terms (including no transactions in some
high-level positions) preferred by a discriminatory government are almost certain to differ from the variety of transactions terms preferred by individuals in differing circumstances and with preferences differing both from one
another's and from the government's. Moreover, economic
competition especially rewards those who find cheaper ways
to produce, or ways to make more sales- including producing with proscribed workers and selli ng to proscribed customers (racial "block-busting" in real estate. for example).
Those potential transactors facing the greatest barriers tend
to offer the most favorable terms, agreeing to work for lower
wages or to pay higher ~ents.
Monitoring millions 91'· individual transactors who have
incentives to circumvent government policy is a formid~ble
task in any context (cf. Prohibition). Even in South Africa.
restrictive laws to exclude black workers from various higher
positions have been eroded. To maintain apartheid effectively
in the economy. the government has had to resort to laws
which appear on the surface · to be non-racial- minimumwage laws and equal-pay taws- but which serve the key purpose of reducing the costs of monitoring compliance, by
eliminating the incentive to evade the discrimination policies. It is relatively easy to monitor observance of wage
minima and equal pay for equal work, and insofar as this
is done it is far less necessary to monitor hiring practices;
the incentive to hire native Africans is eliminated once their
pay has been raised to parity with Europeans'.
"Equal-<>pportunity" laws and policies- hiring "withou t
regard" to. race, colo r. or nationality- represent less inte rference with ordinary economic incentives than either discriminatory or preferential policies. It is. therefore, perhaps
not surprising that they seem more effective. Black income
as a percentage of white income rose significantly after passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964- whether because of
that Act or because the changed public opinion which made
the Act possible also made possible a reduction in hiring
discrimination. There were many independent contemporary indications of changed public opinion on race and ethnicity.

The redistribution of income by the government is one
area in which political acttvtty seems most promising for
low-i ncome minorities. However, even here the picture is

not nearly as clear-cut as it might appear. for a number of
reasons:
I. The great variety of progressive and regressive government transfers makes their net effects uncertain.
2. The money taken from the taxpayers for the benefit of
the poor does not in fact all go to the poor.
3. Transfers are not simply added to the earnings the recipient would have otherwise; remaining below some officially defined level of income is a pre-<:ondition for receiving
many forms of government transfer payments, and transfers are reduced as earnings increase.
4. When losses of earnings owing to various other government programs are balanced against income transfers,
it is uncertain whether there are any net gains.
Historically, governments have subsidized many activities from which ethnic minorities were officially excluded or
which they did not use for various other reasons. The antebellum "free persons of color," for example, were taxed to
support public schools from which their own children were
excluded. Various Catholic ethnic groups have also been

The

amount

necesS~ry to lift

every American above the poverty
level is one-third of what is being
spent on poverty programs
taxed for public schools that their children did not attend. )
While in their case the non-use of public schools was
voluntary, in some nineteenth century schools the religious
emphasis was so heavily Protestant that many Catholic
parents felt that they. simply had to educate their children
elsewhere.
A wide variety of goods and services rarely used by lowincome ethnic groups are subsidized by government out of
taxes to which those people contribute-recreational land
use. airport facilities, maritime subsidies. state universities,
federal grants to higher education. tax shelters of many
sorts, etc. On the other hand. a disproportionate share of
welfare and public housing goes to low-income minorities.
What is the net? We do not kno»·. Different methods of
computing it give different results. A reveali ng study of government money Rowing in and out of a low-income black
ghetto in Washington, D.C. showed that there was an outHow of $50 million in taxes. so that - despite huge welfare
payments and expenditures on the public schools, as part
of nearly $46 million of government spending there- this
ghetto lost more than $4 million on net balance. A cessation of all government transfers would have somewhat alleviated rather than aggravated its poverty.
The amount necessary to lift every man, woman, and
child in America above the poverty line has been calculated.
and it is one-third of what is in fact spent on poverty programs. Clearl y, much of the transfer ends up in the pockets
of highly paid administrators. consu ltants, and staff as well
as higher-income recipients of benefits from programs advertised as anti-poverty efforts.
In order to qualify for many government programs. o ne
----,)
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must be unemployed. earning below the official poverty
level. or otherwise disadvantaged. This provides incentives
to forgo present earnings- and in the process to forgo human capital formation for the future . The government money currently received is not all net gain.
Finally, minorities are, by definition. only part of a larger
society. and many other groups with claims on government
receive concessions whose economic impacts on minorities
may offset all transfers put together. To make a very rough
estimate of just one government activity, take the restrictive
licensing of taxicabs. The number of taxis in Los Angeles is
only one-15th the number of taxis in Washington, D.C.,
even though Los Angeles is more than seven times the size
of the nation's capital. If there were only five times as many
taxis in Los Angeles as there are under restrictive licensing,
that would mean thousands more jobs for which low-income minority members would be eligible instantly. When
one considers that there are approximately three thousand
. licensed occupations, the impact of this one government restriction looms very large.

In the many kinds of economic transactions discussed
here. we have been trying to understand emotionally charged
social phenomena in cause-and-effect terms. Within that
framework, we ha_ve been comparing the results under voluntary economic ·,transactions ("the market") and when governmental action ('.'interventionK) forces. penalizes. or subsidizes decisions different from those which the .{ransactors
would have preferred.
The many instances in which laws. regulations, and other
governmental restrictions· have produced economically detrimental results for various ethnic groups do not necessarily
imply any special ineptness or depravity on the part of government officials. In many cases. the intention has been to
benefit ethnic groups considered to need aid or protection.
But even in those cases where the intention has been to
thwart the advance of particular ethnic groups- the Chinese
or Japanese. for example- the efforts have also largely
failed.
Consistently ineffective or counterproductive actions-
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from mm1mum-wage laws to housing regulations - suggest
inherent limitations on what government can achieve. These
have generally been limitations of knowledge rather than
power. The massive amounts of knowledge needed to coordinate a complex modern economy simply do not exist in
a ny one place or with any small. manageable group of
people. This knowledge consists not only of standardized
generalities but also of innumerable particulars, including
group capabilities. weaknesses, and aversions . Economists'
conven ient assumptions of homogeneous people without
special traits or preferences are useful simplifications for
many kinds of analyses. However, · these postulates assume
a way the very particulars that define ethnicity.
Once having waved aside all differences between people.
social analysts are then left with no real explanation of intergroup differences in income, occupation, residential pattern, or other socioeconomic outcomes. Only evil intentions
- discrimi nation. racism. "exploitation"- are left as possible
explanations. The general existence of sin among human
beings virtually ensures that examples can always be found
of bad behavior toward particular groups. The cause-andeffect question, however. is: To what extent are the various
groups' economic conditions a function of others' sins? The
presence of Jewish- and Japanese-Americans at the top of
the income rankings must undermine any simplistic theory
that discrimination is an overwhelming determinant of
socioeconomic position. It would be inexplicable how these
groups could have higher incomes than Anglo-Saxons,
given the well-documented record of antisemitism and antiOriental feelings, policies, and laws. Conversely, the unrelenting struggle of the Catholic Church to improve the behavior and values of the Irish and other nineteenth century
immigrants. or the heroic efforts of the missionary teachers
who went South after the Civil War to educate the newly
freed blacks, would be inexplicable if majority prejudices
were all that mattered.
Economic analysis offers no way to make human beings
morally better, kinder, or more tolerant toward those different from themselves. What it does offer is insight into
the way different economic institutions affect the well-being
of human beings as they are.
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